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Show Your Car Off (SYCO) Night 2008

Chairman's Chat
Since the Chairman's Chat in the May newsletter there has been some good progress on the
ensuite, it is almost finished now except for fitting another light (when we can find one) and
painting the door frame. But this has now led to a “need” to redecorate the bedroom, oh and
whilst we are at it lets change some of the furniture, so it could be some time yet before this
little project is finished.
Looks like July could be a busy month and it started very well, I was given the opportunity of
going to Silverstone for the Saturday of the F1 weekend with work in one of the hospitality
suites (I 'm still not sure if Karen has forgiven me yet for not taking her with me). I set off at
5:00 am Saturday morning picking up a colleague at Stoke on the way. We arrived at
Silverstone at 8:30 parked up and made our way (in a heavy down pour) to the Brabham
Restaurant on the inside of “Copse” where we sat down to a full breakfast. After coffee and a
chat it was time to go out on to the grandstand for the F1 third practice session, helicopter air
display and Porsche super cup qualifying. Just before breakfast the rain had stopped so for the
practice the circuit was wet, but starting to dry, which made for some interesting moments.
From the grandstand we could see the cars come out of copse, through maggotts, becketts
and up to chapel. The wet track and no traction control was very evident as the cars squirmed
through maggotts and becketts.
With the first three sessions completed and the circuit drying there was just time for a four
course lunch, beverages and coffee, ready for the main event. F1 qualifying, which was then
followed by the first GP2 and Formula BMW races and finally the historic saloon car qualifying.
Lewis Hamilton in qualifying for the Silverstone Grand.

In the morning I had watched the sessions but didn't really know what was happening,
although there was a PA system in the grandstand it couldn't be heard over the noise of the
cars. So to get the best out of the qualifying session I picked up one of the Silverstone Radio
ear pieces and a set of ear plugs. This way you get to see, hear and feel the cars go past, and
then you can listen to the commentary and get updates on lap times. In the final session when
Lewis came past you could tell that he was on a good lap but then over the radio came the
news that he'd had a bit of a moment which lost him a few tenths and places on the grid. This
was the first time that I had attended an F1 event and although I thoroughly enjoyed it and
given the opportunity would go again it is true to say that you get to see much more of the
event at home in front of the television. The GP2 race although obviously not as fast as the F1
qualifying, they made up for it by very close racing. I can see how Lewis picked up his excellent
overtaking skills. The last session of the day was the historic saloon car qualifying, which was
great fun when you think that all sorts of cars were on the circuit at the same time. From Mini's
Hillman imps, Lotus Cortina's all the way up to Ford Mustangs and Falcons.

Chairman Chat cont...

The following Sunday we met up with 1 MGA, 3 MGB's and 2 MGC's at Burlington's pub and
then drove up to Leighton Hall where we enjoyed a very pleasant day in the sun. In the
afternoon Bill took his MGA into the arena, although he didn't come away with a trophy it was
certainly one of the best looking cars, also to the best of my knowledge it made it home
without any problems. Hopefully the new distributor and a couple of little bits that Andy sorted
will have cured its recent troubles. Getting a car back on the road after a rebuild can
sometimes be testing.

We couldn't make it to the classic car event at Hoghton Towers but looking outside at the
weather, those who could go will hopefully have had a good day. A bit windy perhaps but at
least it seems to have been sunny must of the day. Next Sunday we should be going to
Capesthorne Hall so I'll keep my fingers crossed that it's as good as the last two Sundays.
Just over ten years ago we sold our MG midget and bought the MGB instead, this was much to
Karen's disgust as she really wanted a MGA. Anyway since then Karen has kept reminding me
that we should have gone for an A and as she has seen Bill and Janet's car completed she has
been trying to convince me that we should replace the B for a A and as an incentive came up
with a deal that couldn't be ignored. Rebuild an A for Karen (that's comfortable and suitable for
touring) and I get a big boys toy (Caterham, Westfield or similar) so it looks like a couple of
rebuild projects are on the cards.
Planning is now well underway for the Lancashire Lanes run, please see advert and booking
form in Newsletter. Also I now have the latest batch of club clothing. It is ready for collection or
I will bring it along to the next club night (the Autotest).

Tony
PS. WANTED.
MGA roadster, suitable for a rebuild project.

Secretary's Scribbles
How many mice can you get in an MG? Well if
you have one like mine it would seem that
there's no limit. I thought I'd got rid of them
all, that was until I dropped the car off at
Andy's. His dog quickly smelt a couple of
mice nests tucked under each of the front
wings - I don't mind admitting I'm beginning
to get a bit cheesed off with this (think there
might be a joke in there somewhere).
Hopefully mouse poison will now cure them,
although at this stage I'm not holding my
breath.
Have you ever thought of taking your MG
abroad? Rosie and I have often discussed this,
and so, when at the end of last year, some
friends of ours offered us the use of their
apartment in Annecy we didn't need asking
twice.
So decision made, summer holidays 2008, a
fortnight touring in France - sorted...... and
then the price of fuel went through the roof.
It's expensive enough driving a modern car at
the moment, how much was it going to cost
to take a 14yr old 3.9 litre V8 on the 1700
mile round trip? Well, I should point out right
at the start that I'd never actually taken my
own car abroad before, and it soon became
apparent that petrol was only going to be one
small part of the total expense on a trip like
this - I'll explain.
Having spoken to one or two people, I soon
realised that the French driving regulations are
not entirely the same as our own. For
example, there are certain things that must be
carried at all times, not just warning triangles
and spare bulbs, but also your driving licence,
insurance certificate, vehicle registration
document and passport. And then there's the
speed limits - these vary depending on
weather conditions, the minimum age for
driving in France is 18 (not really an issue for
me that one), the regs re seatbelts are the
same as ours with them being compulsory,
but the blood alcohol limits in France are
lower than the limits over here.
After you've remembered all that, you'll
probably want to have a think about any

spares that you're going to carry - if you've
any room left in the car. On this trip I'm going
to try and squeeze in the following:- mobile
phone, spare bulbs, reflective vest, first aid kit,
fire extinguisher, fan belt, top & bottom hoses
and rotor arm. I'm adopting the attitude that
it doesn't matter how many spares you carry,
the part you need will be the one you don't
have.
After you've done that, you might want to
think about European breakdown cover.
Some insurance policies include this, mine
didn't (no surprise there then). I'm an existing
member of the AA breakdown service and pay
over £100 a yr for the privilege. A quote from
them for a fortnight's cover for a 14yr old car
in France came out at £102.00. I thought
they were having a laugh, but they were
deadly serious. By shopping around I
managed to get it for £51.00. Green card
vehicle insurance (to make sure you maintain
fully comp insurance whilst abroad) another
£17.00.
Channel crossing, well this cost obviously
depends on where you're crossing from and
to, but if you choose to use the tunnel, it's
likely to cost you in the region of £175.00.
Road tolls in France, again it obviously
depends on how far you're going, we are
heading in the general direction of Geneva
and we've determined that it will add another
152 Euro's approx £122.00 for the trip. In
addition to the above, you'd normally have
your accommodation costs, so as you can see,
this touring lark ain't cheap. By the time this
edition of the newsletter lands in your inbox,
we should be arriving home, no doubt skint
but hopefully safe.
So what's coming up, well:Tue 29th July is the Autotest at Andy's
starting at 7:00. Don't forget to take your
own burgers and sausages for the BBQ
together with something to sit on (and to
drink - ed).
Sun 3rd Aug is the Northern National at
Pateley Bridge. Club members are meeting at
the Swallow Hotel (Samlesbury) at 9:30 for a
drive over to the event. We have a limited

Secretary’s Scribbles cont...
number of tickets - costing £5.00 per person.
I'll have the tickets with me at the autotest, so
if you want any either give me a ring to
reserve some or come and give me a prod on
the night.

She found it strange for an obviously
masculine guy to have such a large a
collection of Teddy Bears, but doesn't mention
this to him, and actually is quite impressed by
his sensitive side.

Tue 26th Aug, club night will be an evening
run organised by Bill and Janet Bradshaw,
details re: start and finish times/locations are
shown on the Calendar of Events page of this
newsletter.

They share a bottle of wine and continue
talking and, after a while, she finds herself
thinking, "Oh my God! Maybe, this guy could
be the one! Maybe he could be the future
father my children?" She turns to him and
kisses him lightly on the lips. He responds
warmly.
They continue to kiss, the passion builds, and
he romantically lifts her in his arms and carries
her into his bedroom where they rip off each
other's clothes and make hot, steamy love.

Fri 29th Aug, Cheese and Wine Evening £5.00
per person at 51 Cuerdale Lane, Walton-LeDale, PR5 4BP. It's not too late to confirm that
you are coming, we have 17 confirmed at the
moment. If you do intend coming can you
please let me know as I need to let the wine
importer have an idea of numbers. If it's a
nice evening we will be outside under the
pavilion, we have a few chairs, but if you're
able to bring something to sit on it would
help.
And finally..........
A woman meets a man in a bar. They talk;
they connect; they end up leaving together.
They get back to his place, and as he shows
her around his apartment, she notices that
one wall of his bedroom is completely filled
with soft, sweet, cuddly teddy bears.
There are three shelves in the bedroom with
hundreds and hundreds of cute, cuddly teddy
bears, carefully placed in rows covering the
entire wall! It was obvious that he had taken
quite some time to lovingly arrange them and
she was immediately touched by the amount
of thought he had put into organizing the
display. There were small bears all along the
bottom shelf, medium-sized bears covering
the length of the middle shelf, and huge,
enormous bears running all the way along the
top shelf.

She is so overwhelmed that she responds with
more passion, more creativity, more heat than
she has ever known, and even did a few
things she had never done with any other
man.
After an intense, explosive night of raw
passion with this sensitive guy, they are lying
there together in the afterglow. The woman
rolls over, gently strokes his chest and asks
coyly, "Well, how was it?" The guy gently
smiles at her, strokes her cheek, looks deeply
into her eyes, and says......................
“Help yourself to any prize from the middle
shelf!"

Kevin

Editorial
The weather has played a major part in our adventures thus far this month - we had a dry day
with a little sunshine for the Lostock Hall carnival, where Graham Lockwood, Don Dixon, and
Martyn Davidson provided transport for the principals, and a good turnout for the club display
on the recreation ground, including Jeff Reid's Alvis. The following day threatened some serious
precipitation for the Garstang show, and as we had only sold 3 passes for the event, the three
of us jointly decided not to go - I doubt that we'll include this event next year due to lack of
interest by the membership. By contrast, the Leighton Hall show was well attended, and we
had a brilliant day in the sunshine. Glad to say that our MGA behaved itself all the way there
and back following the installation of a new electronic distributor, and it was good to see Alan
and Dot Fowler back in circulation at both the above events following Alan's hip replacement.
We also had a reasonable turnout at the Hoghton Tower show - no rain but windy enough to
demolish one of our new gazebos. I did manage to hang on to it before it was blown into the
next field, but some of the aluminium framework was seriously bent.
Capesthorne Hall event Sunday 26th July - Kevin gave me the remaining passes, and several are
still available at £2.50 per car and occupants. We won't have a club stand available, so
participants are advised to go directly to the showground and assemble there rather than meet
on the M6. Please contact me if you want a pass.
We were pleased to hear that Bill Ryding and Lilian are back home from Spain, where Lilian had
been hospitalised for a long period after being hit by a motorcycle as she was getting out of a
taxi to attend a golf event. She suffered a cracked pelvis and some serious injuries to an arm and
wrist that will undoubtedly improve with physiotherapy. Get well soon Lilian, we're missing you.
The evening run on 26th August has been devised by my good lady, and will involve some car
cricket. Janet's Jaunt will start at Bygone Times in Eccleston from 7 pm, and finish at the
Welcome Tavern, with a total of 26.5 miles. Intrigued by the cricket element? Come along and
find out how it works - there will be a prize for the winner.

Bill B

Sunday 14th Sept 2008
The 8th Annual
“Lancashire Lanes Run”
Est. 1980
Driver..............................................................................................................................................
Passenger .......................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS: .......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
POSTCODE ......................................................................................................................................
TEL No: ...........................................................................................................................................
MAKE of CAR ...............................................................MODEL ......................................................
YEAR ...........................................................................REG No: ......................................................
CAR CLUB .......................................................................................................................................
e-mail address ................................................................................................................................
Car with Passenger ..............................................................................................................£17.50
Number of additional passengers @ £2.00 ....................................................................................
Total................................................................................................................................................
Entry Fee is £17.50 per car (driver and passenger), which includes tea or coffee at the start, rally
plate, gift, route book, and entry into the 22nd Lancashire Classic Car & Motorcycle Show.
(Unfortunately cars registered after 1992 will have to park on the public car park)
For additional passengers please add £2.00 each.
The run will be approximately 85 miles starting at the beautiful Stanley House Hotel at Mellor,
and finishing at Hoghton Tower.
Please make cheques payable to: - Preston & District MGEC
Closing date for entries is the 24th August.
Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope (or e-mail address) for an acknowledgement
of receipt and for details of the start venue etc.
Send entry form and cheque To:

Joy Hunter
3, Erskine Road, Chorley, Lancashire PR6 0HS
Tel: - 01257 241923

Our nominated charity this year is: St. Catherine's hospice - Bamber Bridge

'Tin snips' Special - Motorways - from Roger Schofield
Motorways; love 'em or hate 'em, we would find it hard to manage without them. With each
passing day, they become increasingly congested and there can be few amongst us who take
pleasure in driving them - unless we're talking about either night driving or taking the M6 Toll
Road. Some would even argue that motorways take the pleasure out of driving. And if you do
happen to have a congestion free, trouble free journey on a motorway, the lasting feeling is one
of relief, not enjoyment.
Having said all that, they are an intrinsic part of motoring in Britain, and this year, British
motorways celebrate their half century. So, to mark this auspicious occasion, Tin Snips takes a
look at some of the significant 'milestones' in the evolution of our motorway network.

First steps

Signs of the times

The first motorway built in the UK was not the
M1, but an 8-mile stretch of dual-carriageway
around Preston. Tarmac Construction landed
the task of building it and it was opened by
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan on 5
December 1958. It wasn't much by today's
standards, with just two lanes in each
direction, no hard shoulder and a hedge
instead of crash barriers on the central
reservation.

Motorway planners quickly realised that the
existing signs in use on the UK's roads would
be woefully inadequate for the new highspeed routes. A committee was set up to
research new types of signs suitable for
motorways. They realised that signs had to be
much larger than usual to be legible whilst
driving at speed, and recommended a whiteon-blue colour scheme, using diagrams instead
of words wherever possible, with a clear new
typeface specifically for motorway use.

Nevertheless, it proved so popular that it was
soon widened to three lanes in either
direction, and then extended both north and
south to form part of today's M6.

The result was a remarkably successful,
timeless design for motorway signage that is
still used on today's network.

Primary route

High achiever

The M1 was the first major motorway,
designed to link London to Yorkshire. The first
section, from Watford to Rugby, was opened
in December 1959. It was constructed at the
remarkable rate of one mile every eight days,
and opened on time and on budget at a cost
of £16.5 million. (Where did we go wrong?)

By the end of the '60s, a motorway link
between Manchester and Leeds was urgently
needed, but there was a problem - the Pennine
Hills that separated the two cities. In crossing
the backbone of England, the M62 needed to
climb to over 1400ft.

Few landscaping techniques were employed
and for much of its length, the M1 formed a
straight line cutting across the countryside.
Many soon discovered that the average 1950s
car was not built to cope with the demands of
continuous high-speed motoring, and the AA
attended 13500 breakdowns on the M1 during
its first year.
Today, the M1 carries up to 150,000 cars daily;
more than 10 times its original design capacity.

Plotting a course through the unstable peat
bogs gave engineers a testing challenge,
especially as construction work had to
continue through atrocious Pennine winters.
Five major rock cuttings were required, plus
the creation of the UK's largest rockfill dam,
and at one point, the only way around the
tortured geology was to divide the
carriageways, leaving a farmhouse sandwiched
in solitary splendour between them.

Slowing down

Rules of the road

In the early years, motorways (in common with
most roads outside built up areas) did not
have speed limits. Then, in December 1965, in
response to a series of multiple crashes on
motorways (mostly in fog), an experimental
blanket speed limit of 70mph was introduced.
Two years later, Minister of Transport Barbara
Castle made the 70mph limit a permanent
feature of motorways and dual-carriageways.

Drivers encountering motorways for the first
time were faced with a range of unfamiliar
situations and regulations, governing
everything from lane discipline to use of the
hard shoulder.

The motorway speed limit was briefly reduced
to 50mph to cut fuel consumption during the
1973 oil crisis. Later came variable speed
limits to reduce congestion by smoothing
traffic flow, first introduced on the M25 in
1995.
Department for Transport statistics show that
on a clear motorway, 56% of cars exceed the
speed limit, with 19% travelling at over 80mph
and there have been repeated calls to increase
the speed limit from 70mph to 80mph.
Up the junction
Officially termed Gravelly Hill Interchange, the
most complicated motorway interchange is
more commonly known by its appropriate
nickname - Spaghetti Junction.
Situated at junction 6 of the M6, its 30-acre
site is the meeting point of 18 routes on six
levels, further complicated by railway lines,
electricity pylons, canals and a river. Opened
in 1972 after four years of construction, it
consumed 26,000 tonnes of steel and 250,000
tonnes of concrete.
Bridging the gap
Crossing stretches of water has always posed
special challenges for motorway designers as
either option - a tunnel or a bridge - has its
own unique safety hazards.
Opened in 1996, the Second Severn Crossing,
which takes the M4 from England into Wales,
boasted a number of safety innovations.
Simple but effective wind shielding means it
has to close to high sided vehicles in windy
conditions far less often that the Severn Bridge
it superseded.
It was built to meet standard motorway
specifications in terms of width and gradient
and has a water main running along its length
in case of fire.

In response, the 5th edition of the Highway
Code, published in 1959 (costing sixpence /
2_p) added a whole new section on motorway
driving. It included advice on using slip roads
and how to avoid drowsiness by taking a break
at a service area. But to this day, motorway
driving does not form part of the practical car
or motorcycle test.
Take a break
Britain's motorway service stations have long
been regarded as a national joke - a place
where you take a break out of necessity rather
than by choice, often to be served tasteless
food at inflated prices in uncongenial
surroundings. And that's if they even exist; for
many years it was possible to drive from
Folkestone to Birmingham on motorways
without passing a single service station.
It wasn't meant to be this way; when the first
service station opened on the M1 in 1959, it
offered a high quality restaurant with waitress
service. (But standards soon slipped in order
to reduce costs.)
Down and out
Opposition to motorway building found a
focus in 1994 at Twyford Down in Hampshire,
where environmental protestors opposed the
extension of the M3 through sensitive chalk
grassland habitat. The option of building a
tunnel to leave the downland unscathed was
dismissed as too expensive, though it's said
that the cost of tackling the subsequent
protests ended up more expensive than
building a tunnel would ever have been. After
security guards were called in to forcibly evict
protestors - six of whom were jailed - the road
went ahead, but the political will to promote
major new road building projects dwindled
thereafter.
Journey times
Electronic signs displaying journey time
information (generally, distance and time to a
given junction) are now being rolled out across
the motorway network.
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Sunday 14th Sept 2008
The 8th Annual
“Lancashire Lanes Run”
Open to all MG & Classic Cars
Join us by enjoying an 85-mile tour of the
picturesque Lancashire countryside. Starting at the
beautiful Stanley House Hotel and finishing at the
22nd Lancashire Classic Car & Motorcycle Show at
Hoghton Tower.
The entry fee of £17.50 includes car with 2
occupants, tea or coffee at the start, route book,
classic rally plate, memento and entry to the
Lancashire Classic Car & Motorcycle Show.
(Unfortunately cars registered after 1992 will have to park on
the public car park)

Closing date for entries - 24th August
For information and booking form please contact:
Joy or Dave
Tel: 01257 241923
Sponsored by

Web page: www.prestonmg.co.uk

Our nominated charity this year is:
St. Catherine’s hospice - Bamber Bridge

Calendar of Events for 2008
Date

Club Event

At

Time

Meet

Sun 27 Jul

NW MG & Triumph Day

Capesthorne Hall

09.30

Capesthorne Hall

Tue 29 Jul

Auto Test

Schultz Estate

19.00

Stoney Lane - see map

Sun 3 Aug

Northern National

Pateley Bridge

09.30

Swallow Hotel,
A59 Samlesbury

Tue 26 Aug

Janet’s Jaunt Evening run

Finish at
Welcome Tavern

19.00

Bygone Times, Eccleston

Fri 29 Aug

Cheese & Wine evening

Dorans’ Mansion

20.00

(£5 a head)

Sun 14 Sep

Lancashire Lanes Run

Finish at
09.30
Hoghton Tower show

Tue 30 Sept

Club night

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Tue 28 Oct

Quiz night

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat 2 Nov

Bonfire Party

19.30

Stoney Lane - see map

Tue 25 Nov

Natter & Noggin,
2009 planning

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sat 6 Dec

Annual Dinner

Schultz Estate

Leyland Golf Club

Directions to Andy & Carole Schultz

Access Old School Lane from A582 dual carriage way heading west.

19.30

Stanley House, Mellor

Committee, Contacts
& Useful Information
Committee
Chairman

Tony Sharples

Leyland (01772) 495417
Mobile 07950 659470
tony.sharples@blueyonder.co.uk

Secretary

Kevin Doran

Preston (01772) 877285
kevin.doran6@btopenworld.com

Treasurer

Mike Newton

Liverpool (0151) 526 3419
m.s.newton@btinternet.com

Membership

Gordon Mallett

Burnley (01282) 429658
Mobile 07725503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com

Technical

Andy Schultz

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

Events

Bill Ryding

Preston (01772) 323116
william@wryding.wanadoo.co.uk

Newsletter Editor
Bill Bradshaw

Chorley (01257) 261134
bill.bradshaw@btinternet.com
8 Dale View, Chorley PR7 3QJ

All articles are to be sent to the editor by the 15th of the month. The Newsletter will be
published and posted at the end of each month in time for club night.

Trading Members
Andy Schultz

Cuerden Classics

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

John Ashworth

Accident Repairs etc

Croston (01772) 600964

